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A Taste of Midnight 2000 a collection of eleven erotic short stories which explore the mysterious

world of the vampire this anthology includes stories by pagan o leary raven kaldera bryn haniver

and many more fall into the darkness and sensuality that is the vampire s world velvet nights and

sweet blood like nothing you ve ever experienced before

A Taste of Midnight 2010-02-05 they re beautiful and dangerous mysterious and merciless one

kiss can awaken a hunger that will leave you craving for all eternity blood on the moon by todd

gregory till now cord logan has kept his forbidden lust hidden but he s hoping that a trip to new

orleans with his frat brothers will give him a chance to break free at last and inside a crowded

bourbon street bar cord meets a charismatic stranger who ll fulfill all of cord s deepest fantasies

and transform him in ways he never could have imagined land of the midnight sun by chase

masters when pennsylvania farm boy jacob cameron stows away in a pickup truck owned by a

gorgeous hired hand he begins a journey of sensual exploration that leads to the bright lights of

west hollywood now in l a s seductive netherworld jacob will discover the heights of carnal bliss

and the terrible price of success the dark heart by sean wolfe kayden ridvan s ancestry has

condemned him to spend part of his life consumed by a blood lust that both repels and excites

him but a chance encounter with handsome nathaniel unleashes an orgy of pleasure that gives

kayden everything to live for and everything to lose succumb to every dark longing every illicit

temptation in a trio of erotic vampire tales that dare to go beyond the limits of desire

Midnight Hunger 2009-09-01 hungry ruthless and irresistibly erotic succumb to desire as dark and

mysterious as the men featured in these four tales of sensual and deliciously sinister passion

indulge in the forbidden pleasures of the vampire in this collection of lushly erotic stories that will

make readers blood run hot

Midnight Thirsts 2004 a dark collection centering around the immortal dead features erotic

vampire tales including william j mann s his hunger michael thomas ford s sting and sean wolfe s

bradon s bite

Masters of Midnight 2003 following on the success of several previous volumes of erotic vampire

stories comes the newly expanded a taste of midnight with stories that emphasize the sensuality
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erotic thrill seduction and surrender of the vampire rather than gore or horror this anthology will

appeal to erotica readers fans of dark fantasy adventurous romance readers and legions of dark

clad literate ghouls everywhere

A Taste of Midnight: Sensual Vampire Stories 2006-02-27 a kiss on new year s eve is supposed

to be lucky but a vampire bite that s not exactly something a woman dreams of getting and when

lark kinsley gets bit all bets are off she stakes her date runs into the night and tries to put the

whole nightmare behind her only she can t because she immediately runs into trouble trouble in

the form of a tall dark and deadly sexy vampire prince named devereaux he claims that he s

there to help her but she s not buying his story the guy is no prince charming after all prince

charming isn t supposed to come with fangs and an appetite for blood but devereaux says that

he s been waiting centuries for her that she is meant to rule with him obviously he s wrong and

possibly insane she s not meant to be the queen of the vamps no matter what devereaux says

but he s not the only one after her paranormal monsters are coming out of the woodwork and the

bite that she got it s making her feel strange hungry her self control is shredding and lark knows

she s changing she just doesn t know what she ll become the new year won t go out with a bang

it will end with a bite author s note hey paranormal romance fans midnight bite is a sexy vamp

novella expect danger expect hot times and expect naughty language as you ring in the new

year let s celebrate with some undead style

Midnight Bite 2018-12-18 set in a darkly sensual vampire world adrian s bestselling midnight

breed series continues as a beautiful psychic bodyguard joins forces with a seductive enemy in

order to save a loved one from harm original

Veil of Midnight 2010 the climactic novel in lara adrian s new york times bestselling midnight

breed series darker after midnight invites readers to enter a thrillingly sensual world where

danger meets desire after existing in secret for many centuries maintaining a fragile peace with

the humans who walk beside them unaware one single act of retaliation has put the entire

vampire nation at risk of discovery and it falls to the order a select society of breed warriors

pledged to protect their own and humankind alike to stop dragos the power hungry vampire at
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the centre of the conflict before his lust for domination can explode into catastrophe at the centre

of the order s quest is stirling chase a troubled breed warrior whose biggest conflict is the one he

wages against his own savage nature with addiction beckoning him towards eternal darkness

chase s path to redemption lies in the hands of a mysterious and beautiful young woman who

may be something much more than she seems praise for the midnight breed series evocative

enticing erotic j r ward adrenaline fuelled sizzlingly sexy darkly intense addictively readable series

chicago tribune a gut wrenchingly new paranormal series by hot talent adrian terrific supernatural

entertainment romantic times smart sexy and compelling fresh fiction

Darker After Midnight 2012-01-26 long cold nights working at a trucker s diner makes sassy

waitress misty pine for something more she gets her wish when rumors spread about strange

creatures seen in the night and one of the regular diners tells her a haunting story misty offers to

help him and before she knows it one trouble leads to another and she s entwined in a web of

death and undeath the undeath is a handsome and mysterious stranger and the death might be

her own she ll have to use all her wits to get her out of this mess and with most of her blood

intact keywords new adult mystery paranormal supernatural fantasy folklore folktale folk tale

legend legends myth myths action adventure action adventure second chances comedy humor

horror free freebie free book free books book books free ebook ebook free novel rich quick read
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male literature story stories hero fiction box box set boxed boxed set romance free romance free

romance ebook free romance ebooks free romance book free romance books billionaire wealthy
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urban contemporary 21st century current historical past monster creature vampire undead
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devil holiday halloween sensual ghost spirit undead holiday phantom poltergeist zombie

workplace office boss work death magic sorcery witch wizard

Midnight Customer (Vampire Soul, Book One) 2015-08-14 hunt or be hunted a centuries old

obsession stalks a noble family fighting to hide their dark secret from an ever changing world
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sink your teeth into nancy gideon s touched by midnight series a wicked legacy terrified by her

unusual strength and frightening urges nicole radouix s sheltered country life is shattered when

she discovers her family s secret she s the daughter of a mortal mother and vampire father

stricken she flees to the seductive lure of the city to discover the truth about who and what she is

but the turmoil of post revolution paris is no place for an innocent a wild desire finding herself

under the protection of noble ex patriot marchand la valois nicole is pulled into deadly underworld

struggles both political and vampiric as their passions ignite marchand soon realizes the lovely

nicole is more predator than prey and may be more of a threat than the unruly streets outside an

unthinkable dilemma desperate to control her dark desires nicole accepts an offer of guidance

from a hypnotic enemy ensnaring both her and marchand in a dangerous web of centuries old

revenge to escape their deadly nighttime games nicole must embrace her immortality but will it

cost her marchand s eternal love a treasure trove of unearthly delights readers will want to induct

ms gideon into the vampire storyteller s hall of fame romantic times an extraordinary moving and

sensual tale of supernatural love powerful enough to defy death nancy gideon is a bright artistic

star of epic proportion in the supernatural galaxy five star affaire de coeur a fast paced

surprisingly believable look into a dark and mysterious world where only the greatest of loves can

flourish the literary times nancy gideon is the award winning author of over fifty eight novels

ranging from historical and contemporary suspense to paranormal including her touched by

midnight vampire romance series with a couple of horror screenplays thrown into the mix when

not at the keyboard or working full time as a legal assistant she can be found feeding her

addictions for netflix and all things fur feather and fin in southwestern michigan for more on

nancy visit nancygideon com and nancygideon blogspot com

Midnight Temptation 2021-06-20 take a bite of m m romance stephen lewis s days are as

predictable and boring as the tax law he practices that is until he meets xavier dumont a

mysterious and dead sexy younger man after having his heart broken by his long time lover

stephen is going through the motions and burying himself in his work instead of following his

dreams but if xavier has his way stephen will seize the day and the night taste of midnight by
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keira andrews is a sexy little gay romance short story featuring an age gap a hunky vampire and

of course a happy ending

Taste of Midnight 2009-09 inside every writer there s a vampire story just dying to get out kim

corum has a few dead sexy vampire erotica two dark and thirsty stories contains two of her

sizzling vampire erotica novellas one light and one dark the light i married a vampire keri thought

dating was tough but now she realizes that being married is even harder especially since she

married a vampire but it s not all bad and the dark breathe lola is on a hunt for the hugo the

vampire who made her and then left as she searches for her lost love she recalls the events that

led up to his departure if you love variety in your vampire erotica dead sexy vampire erotica two

dark and thirsty stories is the book for you it s dark and light and extremely sexy

Dead Sexy Vampire Erotica 2007-05-01 he watches her from across the crowded dance club a

sensual black haired stranger who stirs gabrielle maxwell s deepest fantasies but nothing about

this night or this man is what it seems for when gabrielle witnesses a murder outside the club

reality shifts into something dark and deadly in that shattering instant she is thrust into a realm

she never knew existed a realm where vampires stalk the shadows and a blood war is set to

ignite lucan thorne despises the violence carried out by his lawless brethren a vampire himself

lucan is a breed warrior sworn to protect his kind and the unwitting humans existing alongside

them from the mounting threat of the rogues lucan cannot risk binding himself to a mortal woman

but when gabrielle is targeted by his enemies he has no choice but to bring her into the dark

underworld he commands here in the arms of the breed s formidable leader gabrielle will

confront an extraordinary destiny of danger seduction and the darkest pleasures of all

Kiss of Midnight 2010 when she starts experiencing strange urges after surviving an attack jenna

darraw takes refuge in boston with the order an ancient race of vampire warriors where she

meets brock a sexy vampire with the power to heal

Taken by Midnight 2007-03-01 rosemary laurey s newest novel is a wickedly delicious tale of

love lust and the otherworldly with a decidedly sexy twist there are beings worse than vampires

vampire toby wise knows there is a spy in his organization he thinks laura fox the beautiful nurse
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who looks after the invalid founder of connor corp is one but laura is no mere spy she s a

reporter out for a hot story so when toby receives a call for aid from a witch toby reluctantly

involves laura there are sinister goings on in dark falls oregon a bloodthirsty beast of the night

has been plaguing the town as toby struggles with his feelings for the irresistible laura she

struggles to accept the alluring yet perilous world of the vampires and as their attraction grows so

does the danger for the prey they are hunting will prove to be a more deadly predator than either

can imagine great stuff romantic times on kiss me forever love me forever

Midnight Lover 2009-11-24 an arousing collection of short stories about the sexiest spectre of

them all the vampire the vampire s reputation has enjoyed a massive resurrection in fiction in

recent years boosted by the popularity of true blood and twilight the immortal bloodsucker has

never been sexier or more perfect for erotica packed with stories from some of the best erotica

authors around black lace s anthology of vampire erotica promises to be chilling entertaining and

above all sexy it s what we do best

Lust at First Bite 2015-09-30 hunt or be hunted a centuries old obsession stalks a noble family

fighting to hide their dark secret from an ever changing world sink your teeth into nancy gideon s

touched by midnight series a reckless quest a savage killer stalks the dark streets of turn of the

century new york to keep her father s newspaper afloat publisher cassie alexander chases the

story but what she catches is a madman s attention a dark deception when her reclusive

neighbor louis radcliffe rescues her from an attack cassie finds her vow of independence shaken

by the strong attraction between them it s an attraction louis denies even as the invalid

grandmother he cares for pushes to bring them together for reasons that will break both their

hearts an inevitable sacrifice determined to hide his secrets from her louis soon becomes the

cornerstone of cassie s investigation he can t allow her stubbornness to place her life and his

immortal soul in danger but as much as he tries to keep her safe in his arms it soon becomes

evident that cassie s become a target and louis has no choice but to find out if their love is

strong enough to withstand the truth gripping readers are pulled into a whirlwind while

surrendering their souls gothic journal darkly sensual and suspenseful midnight surrender is
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nothing short of special lovers of vampire romances take notice the literary times gideon

mesmerizes with this chilling tale you ll read it and read it again superb rendezvous nancy gideon

is the award winning author of over fifty eight novels ranging from historical and contemporary

suspense to paranormal including her touched by midnight vampire romance series with a couple

of horror screenplays thrown into the mix when not at the keyboard or working full time as a legal

assistant she can be found feeding her addictions for netflix and all things fur feather and fin in

southwestern michigan for more on nancy visit nancygideon com and nancygideon blogspot com

Midnight Surrender 2012-01-01 from new york times and usa today bestselling author rachel lee

comes a sensual new series about mesmerizing vampire detectives and the love they discover

deep in the night jude messenger felt the hunger deep inside him from the moment he d rescued

theresa black from a late night attack he d ached for things he knew he could never have the

touch of her skin the taste of her blood but if the vampire claimed her one of them might not

survive so jude did everything he could to make terri stay away but a demon stalked the sexy

spitfire and jude had no choice but to protect a woman who created a longing inside him that

could never be sated

Claim the Night 2011 in an instant her privileged world disappears and a new dangerous and

erotic one beckons at the age of eighteen corinne bishop is stolen from her happy loving family

by the malevolent vampire dragos after many years of captivity and torment corinne is rescued

by the order a cadre of vampire warriors embroiled in a war against dragos and his followers

assigned to safeguard corinne on her trip home is a formidable golden eyed breed male called

hunter once dragos s most deadly assassin hunter now works for the order and he s hell bent on

making dragos pay for his manifold sins bonded to corinne by their mutual desire hunter will have

to decide how far he will go to end dragos s reign of evil even if carrying out his mission means

shattering corinne s heart praise for the midnight breed series evocative enticing erotic j r ward

adrenaline fuelled sizzlingly sexy darkly intense addictively readable series chicago tribune a gut

wrenchingly new paranormal series by hot talent adrian terrific supernatural entertainment

romantic times smart sexy and compelling fresh fiction
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Deeper Than Midnight 2014-08-05 with the acclaimed midnight breed series new york times

bestselling author lara adrian has written thrilling novels of electrifying romance and heart

pounding suspense page turners in which humans and vampires live tenuously side by side in

crave the night adrian brings the breed and its world to the brink of war where even the deepest

passion can shatter into violence born and raised to be an emotionless killing machine nathan is

one of the most lethal breed vampires in existence a key member of the order an elite group of

warriors charged with protecting both mortals and vampires nathan executes each mission with

flawless precision and a total lack of mercy now he must pursue a powerful hidden enemy but

nathan s hard discipline and training are no match for the fierce pull he feels toward a young

woman he has no right to desire a woman of wealth and high social standing who has long been

promised to another breed male and who may also prove to be the key to rooting out nathan s

elusive quarry jordana lives a life of glittering privilege as a member of a prominent breed family

in boston surrounded by fine things and fawning admirers jordana wants for nothing until she

crosses paths with a dark intense warrior from the order and finds herself swept into an impulsive

sizzling kiss that neither of them will forget as much as she tries to deny her deep feelings for

nathan jordana cannot resist the craving to be near him to break through his forbidding walls and

see the man he truly is but getting close to nathan will thrust jordana into a treacherous new

world forcing her to risk all she has and all she knows about herself and her past and loving this

seductive man could be the most dangerous temptation of all praise for crave the night a thrilling

and romantic read rt book reviews stunning in its flawless execution the sexual tension between

nathan and jordana is off the charts and sizzles each of the pages under the covers impossible

to put down fresh fiction steamy and intense publishers weekly

Crave the Night 2012-06-01 bloodlust runs in his veins a dark master waiting for the day it will

reign over him now a woman with a pure soul and wicked intentions has him in her sights and is

determined to crack the ice around his heart and she might save or damn him antoine stands

apart from the world around him a dangerous and broken soul who must maintain rigid control at

all times or risk his dark addiction finally seizing hold of him the shadows of his past haunt him
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and he sees his bleak future each night when his brother wakes screaming his blood addiction

turning him savage he cannot allow himself to feel but when sera walks into vampirerotique the

erotic theatre he runs with three other vampires to audition she awakens dangerous desires in

him hungers that could spell the end of both of them sera has wanted antoine since the night she

first saw the gorgeous aristocrat vampire she can t ignore the deep carnal hunger he stirs in her

or the ache to know the heat of his touch with the help of her sire an ex performer at

vampirerotique she sets in motion a game of seduction one designed to thaw the ice in antoine s

veins and make him burn for her when sera discovers the shocking truth about his past and the

darkness that lurks within him will she be strong enough to seize his heart with both hands and

win him forever or will she lose him to the ghosts that still haunt him

Seduce 2014-10-07 dark arousal five vampire erotica stories what is it about vampires that turns

us on so much despite the danger and their unholy monstrous nature is it the idea of seeking out

the goodness beneath the smoldering evil or is it the lure of corruption this collection of five

vampire erotica stories might not provide the answer but it s sure to get you thinking with very

rough sex first anal sex and even group vampire sex the sparks fly but only in the black of night

warning this ebook contains very explicit descriptions of sexual activity including rough sex group

sex rough anal sex reluctant sex and more in addition since this is vampire erotica it has erotic

elements that also cross over into paranormal romance only mature adults should read this

collection 1 the muse a lesbian vampire erotica story by alice j woods madeline is a skilled artist

creating glorious nudes of beautiful women looking as if they re being captured in their lover s

longing gaze and they are madeline s gaze strange though there are dozens of portraits but

never of the same woman does madeline have that many lovers or does she run out of models

and there s a reason she only paints at night she s not just eccentric she s a vampire oh and

that vivid red she uses for her signature on each painting it s her secret formula 2 the girl who

bites a vampire erotica romance by alice j woods amy owns the silver bullet bar in tiny harker hill

nevada the name still makes her roll her eyes an inspired choice if she says so herself and even

after all these years no one s the wiser that she not only owns harker hill s only bar but she s
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also the town s only vampire amy s got it all figured out keep the residents happy whether that

means selling them booze or taking them to bed keep it low key and keep them alive she s been

happily tapping the local supply of blood for decades but when the mysterious stranger arrives he

threatens to destroy amy s little utopia and what s up with him arriving in the middle of the night

3 the client list an erotic vampire story by alice j woods for the vampires of st marten s glen

finding their next meal or their next sexual encounter has gone high tech need to feed there s an

app for that want sex there s an app for that too and roxanne is one of the ladies of the night

who is dispatched to fill the need of these savvy vampires a new breed of call girl but will she

survive her new client the vampire carlo and what he has planned for her 4 kami and the

vampire s secret paranormal erotica by lisa myers kami has decided that she needs to move to a

new place to finish her college education her parents have kept her sheltered all of her life and

she is ready to experience new things the first night that she is alone in the city she sees and

intriguing man and also loses him in a crowded club she goes out in search of him a second time

and finds him after a very exhausting night of sex with him and two of his friends she discovers

that they are all vampires they are not your typical blood suckers and kami wants to learn more

about them 5 the vampire selina blood debt by s d smith and molly synthia in 1700s france selina

determines that an evil landlord is not worthy of his property she recognizes him as cruel and

savage in the bedroom but there s nothing he can do that can hurt a vampire selina though she

can do plenty of harm

Dark Arousal 2009-12-01 a shifter detective s case heats up when he meets the one woman who

could expose his secret or seduce his wild side in this steamy paranormal romance dr emily

drake s psychotherapy patients tend to be a little unusual instead of midlife crises and mother

fixations emily treats vampires with blood phobias and sex demons looking for meaningful

relationships but healing these powerful beings requires an important rule never trust a shifter

especially not one like detective colin gyth helping him catch a killer won t be easy especially

when his gold flecked eyes and predatory air make emily long to lose control colin can t believe

the doctor he has to work with on the night butcher murder case is the one person who could
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expose his true identity as a wolf shifter smart and sexy emily brings out the alpha male in colin

unleashing a wild desire that takes them both over the edge but in the shadows the night butcher

waits eager to spill emily s blood and taste her terror and he ll use any means to destroy her

including the one person she has grown to trust highly sensual and definitely dangerous shannon

mckenna a cross between csi and medium only hotter and with a hero that truly has bite

jacquelyn frank

Hotter After Midnight 2015-05 he ignored his deepest needs for a hundred years mastyr vampire

jude has kept his distance from all women because he lost his wife and daughter to an enemy

attack a hundred years ago he won t go through that kind of loss again and he won t jeopardize

another woman s life while the deadly invictus wraith pairs still pose a threat in the nine realms

but when hannah saves his life by creating unexpected fire from the palms of her hands he

knows that something very realm is going on with her and he can no longer ignore his long

suppressed desire for the beautiful owner of the gold rush bar when his cravings for her blood

and her body drive him to take her to bed and tap into her vein his world shifts forever but can

hannah make the adjustment to a life lived on the frontlines of an ongoing war and if anything

should happen to her how could he ever live with himself embrace the night is the fifth

paranormal romance novel a vampire romance with a fantasy edge of the blood rose series the

series to date is as follows 1 embrace the dark 2 embrace the magic 3 embrace the mystery 4

embrace the passion and 5 embrace the night embrace the night is a passionate hot paranormal

romance featuring a vampire and a human becoming fae set in the world of the blood rose caris

roane is the author of seventy one published works twenty two of which are paranormal

romances featuring hunky warrior vampires in need of worthy women

Embrace the Night 2021-10-01 grab a stake a fistful of garlic a crucifix and holy water as you

enter the dark blood curdling world of the original pain in the neck in this ultimate collection of

vampire facts fangs and fiction what accounts for the undying fascination people have for

vampires how did encounters with death create centuries old myths and folklore in virtually every

culture in the world when did the early literary vampires as pictured by goethe coleridge shelly
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polidori byron and nodier as the personifications of man s darker side transform from villains into

today s cultural rebels showing how vampire like creatures organically formed in virtually every

part of the world the vampire almanac the complete history by renowned religion expert and

fearless vampire authority j gordon melton ph d examines the historic societal and psychological

role the vampire has played and continues to play in understanding death man s deepest desires

and human pathologies it analyzes humanity s lusts fears and longing for power and the

forbidden today the vampire serves as a powerful symbol for the darker parts of the human

condition touching on death immortality forbidden sexuality sexual power and surrender intimacy

alienation rebellion violence and a fascination with the mysterious the vampire is often portrayed

as a symbolic leader advocating an outrageous alternative to the demands of conformity

vampires can also be tools for scapegoating such as when women are called vamps and bosses

are described as bloodsuckers meet all of the villains anti heroes and heroes of myths legends

books films and television series across cultures and today s pop culture in the vampire almanac

it assembles and analyzes hundreds of vampiric characters people and creatures including buffy

the vampire slayer vlad the impaler edward cullen and the twilight saga bram stoker lestat de

lioncourt and the vampire chronicles lon chaney true blood bela lugosi dracula dark shadows lilith

vampire weekend batman nosferatu and so many more there is a lot to sink your teeth into with

this deep exhumation of the undead quench your thirst for facts histories biographies definitions

analysis immortality and more this gruesomely thorough book of vampire facts also has a helpful

bibliography an extensive index and numerous photos adding to its usefulness

The Vampire Almanac 2007 the client list an erotic vampire story for the vampires of st marten s

glen finding their next meal or their next sexual encounter has gone high tech need to feed there

s an app for that want sex there s an app for that too and roxanne is one of the ladies of the

night who is dispatched to fill the need of these savvy vampires a new breed of call girl but will

she survive her new client the vampire carlo and what he has planned for her warning this ebook

contains very explicit descriptions of erotic activity only for mature adults

The Vampire Queen's Servant 2013-05-06 a vampire with a past stained with blood and a soul
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tainted with darkness he is perfect in his self control never surrendering to his darkest desires

now a beautiful witch in the shadowy fae underworld threatens to reawaken long denied hungers

and tempts him with carnal pleasure payne despises the incubus side of his mixed genes and

refuses to give it free rein but when the wickedly sexy elissa offers him a possible way to help a

friend he finds it difficult to resist paying the price even if it will be his undoing one night of

passion at her command elissa is a witch down on her luck until payne comes crashing into her

life the dangerously handsome male is the key to fulfilling a promise she made but he is also

forbidden and surrendering to the wildfire passion he stirs within her means risking ruin and

death when one incredible night of fulfilling their deepest fantasies leads to more than just a

pathway to keeping a promise and saving a friend will they be able to overcome the barriers that

stand between them and forever

The Client List 2013 in the sequel to night rising dawn madison must employ all of her skills as a

vampire slayer as she is drawn ever deeper into the heart of los angeles s erotic underground

vampire community reprint

Bewitch 2009-06-01 new york times and usa today best selling author cynthia eden continues

her bound paranormal romance series with bound in death she can t remember him he can

never forget her for over two hundred years alpha werewolf alerac o neill has been searching for

his mate keira mcdonough a woman who was taken from him and imprisoned by a dark vampire

master he s hunted for her endlessly using vampire blood to extend his life he has become a

vicious predator feared by all the supernaturals his hold on reality seems to slip more each day

because he is consumed by her only the woman he discovers in a small miami bar isn t the keira

that he remembers in fact this woman doesn t remember anything she calls herself jane smith

and she has no memory at all of alerac or of her own past now that she s been found alerac

knows that his enemies are going to start closing in on her jane may try to act human but she s

not she s a pureblood vampire princess incredibly powerful and incredibly valuable his enemies

want to use her her enemies want to destroy her and alerac he just wants her if he can t make

her remember him then alerac has to seduce jane into loving him once again because now that
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he s found her he ll fight hell and every sadistic vampire that stalks the night in order to keep her

safe at his side some bonds go deeper than the flesh some go beyond life beyond death jane

will soon learn that a werewolf s claiming is forever author s note bound in death is a dark and

sensual paranormal romance it contains a hot alpha wolf a vampire heroine with no memory and

some dangerous killers adult language and sexy situations are included total word count for

bound in death is 60 000 cynthia eden s bound books bound by blood bound book 1 bound in

darkness bound book 2 bound in sin bound book 3 bound by the night bound book 4 bound in

death bound book 5 or you can purchase the forever bound anthology that includes bound by

blood bound in darkness bound in sin and bound by the night

Midnight Reign 2013-04-11 love can be tricky but so can a lykae determined to capture his

reluctant mate s heart ranger is a werewolf a lykae with a problem he s found his one true mate

the only female who can complete him only trouble is he s denied his instinct to claim her now

his mate hates him as much as she believes he hates her will he have to risk both their lives to

finally prove to his stubborn vampire that he loves her star is a half breed vampire with a past of

not being accepted because of her mixed blood ranger is just one more example of how little she

fits into the immortal world no matter how much she tries to fool herself into believing otherwise

she s a strong female a fighter but when it comes to the opinions of others she has no defenses

why fight what she knows is true she is a half breed less than those around her she has a home

friends and females she loves like family only trouble is her family is now related to the mangy

wolf man who hates her

Bound in Death 2014-12-09 as a new vampire annabelle has a lot to learn after seducing and

feeding on her first prey she is put into an impossible situation as she is confronted by the

human she used to love she knows the rules witnesses can not be allowed to survive virgin

blood erotic vampire tales vol 1 is the first story of the erotic vampire tales series this short erotic

story is 4400 words in length the bonus story paranormal pleasure a vampire s tale vol 1 has

also been included bonus content not yet available on audiobook titles in this series virgin blood

erotic vampire tales vol 1 forbidden erotic vampire tales vol 2 awakening erotic vampire tales vol
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3 omnibus erotic vampire tales trilogy keywords paranormal romance paranormal erotica vampire

romance vampire erotica vampire series sexy vampire paranormal series urban fantasy

Midnight Star 2013-07-15 prepare for seduction as lara adrian unleashes a new breed of vampire

in this heart pounding series of paranormal romance and suspense together in one convenient

ebook bundle here are the first ten books in the midnight breed series now including darker after

midnight part human part otherworldly the breed has lived among humankind for thousands of

years maintaining a tentative peace built on secrecy power and the dark justice carried out by the

formidable warriors of the order but now a blood war within the race is set to ignite evocative

enticing erotic enter lara adrian s vampire world and be enchanted new york times bestselling

author j r ward vampires are going rogue in startling numbers feeding without discretion killing

humans in the streets it is up to the order to stop the spreading threat of rogue domination and in

so doing each of the warriors will be forced to confront private demons darkest secrets deepest

fears some will know triumph some will know loss but each warrior can count on one thing love

when it finds him will often come at the worst possible moment with the least likely woman and it

will bring each of these powerful males to his knees kiss of midnight kiss of crimson midnight

awakening midnight rising veil of midnight ashes of midnight shades of midnight taken by

midnight deeper than midnight darker after midnight also includes the ebook novella a taste of

midnight praise for lara adrian s midnight breed novels a thrilling blend of dark passion and heart

pounding action lara adrian always delivers a keeper new york times bestselling author gena

showalter a riveting novel that will keep readers mesmerized if you like romance combined with

heart stopping paranormal suspense you re going to love this book bookpage on darker after

midnight a fast paced tale of romantic suspense and intense realistic characters adrian compels

people to get hooked on her storylines romance reviews today on shades of midnight an

entertaining ride and as usual kept me riveted from page one the romance reader connection on

ashes of midnight will enthrall you and leave you breathless for more wild on books on veil of

midnight packed with danger and action adrian has hit upon an unbeatable story mix rt book

reviews on midnight rising an adrenaline fueled sizzlingly sexy darkly intense addition to lara
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adrian s addictively readable paranormal breed series chicago tribune on midnight awakening

Virgin Blood (Erotic Vampire Tales Vol. 1) 2005-08-01 from a victorian point of view sexual lust

and evil are almost synonymous and that is nowhere more evident than in the potent mythical

figure of the vampire the vampires in these erotic spellbinding stories play many roles some are

feared more than the most trusted partners in s m play some are adored as even the most

fleeting of one night lovers are fondly remembered and some are desired because they represent

the wildest sexual ecstasy seemingly out of reach forever still others are worshipped as dark

redeemers whose mercy is as compelling as heaven s in a seemingly godless age vampires

remind readers of their darkest sexual desires the sexual experiences they ve had perhaps only

in their own minds and the sex that satiates their deepest primal urges

The Midnight Breed Series 10-Book Bundle 2013-02-26 new york times bestseller in this pulse

pounding and thrillingly sensual novel lara adrian returns to the mesmerizing world of the

midnight breed following new characters into a dark future where an uneasy peace can unravel

into war and a great betrayal can mask an all consuming love twenty years after the terror of first

dawn when mankind learned that vampires lived secretly among them the threat of violence

reigns as the two species struggle to coexist the only group preserving the fragile harmony is the

order an elite cadre of breed warriors dedicated to protecting humans and vampires alike and in

this precarious world of torn loyalties and shattered trust mira a fiery squad captain finds that

every fight bears an intensely personal cost raised among the order mira has always believed in

the warrior s code of swift and even lethal justice but the one thing she desires more than the

order s hard won acceptance is kellan archer a sexy but troubled breed fighter in love with him

since childhood mira once broke through his tough exterior during an unexpected night of rapture

but the next day he mysteriously disappeared never to return kellan didn t think he would ever

see mira again or have to confront the truth of why he left after abandoning the order years ago

he now leads a band of human rebels intent on carrying out their own vigilante rule of law yet a

high profile kidnapping assignment brings him face to face with the past he sought to avoid and

the striking woman he has tried desperately to forget and as tensions mount and the risk of
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bloodshed grows kellan and mira must take sides between the competing missions that dominate

their lives and the electrifying passion that claims their hearts bonus this edition includes an

excerpt from lara adrian s crave the night praise for edge of dawn with an adrian novel readers

are assured of plenty of dangerous thrills and passionate chills rt book reviews the eleventh

installment in adrian s strikingly original midnight breed series delivers an abundance of nail

biting suspenseful chills red hot sexy thrills an intricately built world and realistically complicated

and conflicted protagonists whose happily ever after ending proves to be all the sweeter after

what they endure to get there booklist starred review adrian has always been an impeccable

writer but as i started reading this book i was reminded of just how amazing and talented she is

she paints a vivid picture for every scene delves deeper into each character until readers know

everything about them and writes some of the best action sequences i ve encountered in a long

time make no mistake lara adrian is one of the premier authors of paranormal romance and with

this book she proves it edge of dawn is a game changer a book that will revolutionize the way

readers see the midnight breed world and stir up some excitement filled with angst tortured

hearts above all selfless love edge of dawn will break your hearts and mend them back up again

fresh fiction a spine tingling thrill ride for both old and new fans alike edge of dawn is one of the

few stories that deserve more than a five star rating night owl reviews well worth waiting for

adrian once again engulfs her readers in a world or breed loyalty fierce passion and emotional

overload the complexity of the plot will leave you stunned to say the least and in my case left

wondering what will happen next i guarantee you will be begging for more guilty pleasures book

reviews

Erotica Vampirica 2014-06-27 venice italy early 1800s when vampire nico purchases a house to

further his fellow vampires goal of creating a secure compound within venice he doesn t expect

to get a headstrong wife in the bargain he plans to send her to the mainland after their wedding

night so he can continue his debauched bachelor life but when he meets the unexpectedly

beautiful oriana for the first time his plans are forgotten however oriana would rather pursue her

scientific research than play the submissive wife to her new husband when nico finds out that his
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wife has secrets that could endanger not only him but the entire vampire population of venice he

has to make a choice get rid of her or seduce her to join his side luckily seduction is what nico

does best intensely affectionate and blazing hot joyfully reviewed about the series the venice

vampyr novella series is a lusty paranormal frolic to transport you back in time to venice italy in

the early 19th century it centers around a group of vampires who find love and lust with mortal

women while trying to hide the fact that they re vampires venice vampyr venice vampyr 1 venice

vampyr 2 final affair venice vampyr 3 sinful treasure venice vampyr 4 sensual danger venice

vampyr 5 wicked seduction by michele hauf out of olympus book 1 a touch of greek book 2 a

scent of greek book 3 a taste of greek book 4 a hush of greek scanguards vampires book 1

samson s lovely mortal book 2 amaury s hellion book 3 gabriel s mate book 4 yvette s haven

book 5 zane s redemption book 6 quinn s undying rose book 7 oliver s hunger book 8 thomas s

choice book 8 1 2 silent bite a scanguards wedding novella book 9 cain s identity book 10 luther

s return novella mortal wish book 11 blake s pursuit novella 11 1 2 fateful reunion book 12 john s

yearning book 13 ryder s storm scanguards hybrids 1 book 14 damian s conquest scanguards

hybrids 2 book 15 grayson s challenge scanguards hybrids 3 book 16 isabelle s forbidden love

scanguards hybrids 4 pre order thriller as t r folsom eyewitness stealth guardians lover uncloaked

1 master unchained 2 warrior unraveled 3 guardian undone 4 immortal unveiled 5 protector

unmatched 6 demon unleashed 7 code name stargate ace on the run 1 fox in plain sight 2

yankee in the wind 3 tiger on the prowl 4 the hamptons bachelor club teasing enticing beguiling

scorching alluring sizzling short stories steal me the wrong suitor time quest reversal of fate the

venice vampyr series has it all marriage of convenience love at first sight forced proximity

terminally ill virgins romantic settings rescue instalove hidden identity soul mates woman in peril

damsel in distress band of brothers hidden treasure intrigue betrayal scorching erotic scenes

Edge of Dawn 2009-06-01 you never forget your first time with a vampire whether reaquainting

yourself with some of your favourite sexy creatures of the night or getting bitten by the vampire

romance phenomenon for the very first time let the biggest and brightest names in the business

help you explore your dark side witness the bewildering array of complex vampire codes of
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conduct dark ritual and dating practices as they chat up the locals and engage in the most erotic

encounters you will sink your teeth into this side of un death because vampires never really die

do they

Venice Vampyr #4 - Sensual Danger 2001 book 1 in the lords of midnight series paranormal

vampire romance set in the regency time period our sister is marrying a vampire when the ever

practical caroline cabot first hears those words from the lips of her fanciful youngest sister she

accuses portia of having a wild imagination but when she discovers their sister vivienne is

actually being courted by adrian kane the mysterious viscount rumored to be a vampire she

decides to accept his invitation to a midnight supper and do some sleuthing of her own to both

her delight and her dismay she soon finds herself falling under kane s bewitching spell after all

what s a proper young lady to do when her sister s suitor arouses more than just her suspicions

The Mammoth Book of Vampire Romance 2013-08-18

Erotica Vampirica

After Midnight
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